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and gave lot of advises about this project and help us this whole semester. We also 

want to thank the lecturers and staff of Faculty of Mechanical Engineering who are Sir 

Firdaus Sukarman, lectuer Mechnical Engineering Design (MEC332), Sir Ahmad 

Najmie Bin Rusli, lecturer of Air Conditioning System (MEC351) and others for their 

cooperation and helps during the completion of our final year project which they gave 

lot of valuable advises, information, suggestion and guidance in compilation and 

preparation to make our final year project prototype. 

Las\ but not least, greatly appreciate to the tripartite support and nourishment 

from the entire colleagues which also greatly involved and helped in the completion of 

this project. 



For our product for this final year project, we have an idea from vacuum cleaner 

which also known as a sweeper or hoover tha{ uses an air pump which is a centrifugal 

fan in all but some of the very oldest models to create a partial vacuum to suck up dust 

and dirt, usually from floors and from the surface such as upholstery and draperies. 

The low pressure air caused by the air going into the vacuum cleaner draws up smalls 

particles of dirt and dust. 

So we want to invent the vacuum that collect and discharge the mud which can 

help people after the disaster such as flood. Hence, our group choose to design 

according to the themes which is aid for the disaster and named our project with water 

pump vacuum. It is the ideal solution for the victims to clean their houses and places. 

Our vacuum can separate solid from the liquid by using pump and discharge the liquid 

outside and the solid remains in the filter. We provide the initial precaution in the 

beginning of the suction line. We put the filter thread at the suction line to avoid pump 

from damage. 

The speciality of our design are, our product can suck the flood water and mud 

together and only discharge the water to the drain. Hence, the device will remove all 

the water and leave the dry surface behind. It makes the flood victims more helpful 

after the disaster to clean up their houses and places. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Floods in Malaysia are regular natural disaster in Malaysia which happen nearly every 

year during the monsoon season. Lately, in Malaysia, there are lots of disaster which is flood 

such as at Penang, Kedah, Peak, Kelantan, Terengganu, Pahang, east Johor and west 

Sarawak were reeling as floods following continuous heavy rain caused havoc in parts of these 

states. One of the biggest issues surrounding flooding after natural disaster is mud. This can 

be proved by the analysis made by Ambiental Risk Analytics which partially funded by the UK 

Space Agency's International Partnership Programme (IPP). 

Mud is he one of the problem that can stay with a structure long after floodwaters have 

receded. This situation makes us decided to choose project theme for our Final Year Project 

is Disaster Aid by creating and inventing useful technological prototype to assist in managing 

and surviving a disaster. The name of our product is Clean Tech Vacuum Pump which the 

actual problem to be solved is cleaning the mud after the flood. Our product can collect and 

discharge mud. It is a good solution for flood and it can separate solid while liquids or mud 

being pumped out through a flexible hose. 

This will make the process of cleaning more easy and tidy because the mud will be 

straight to discharge. The concept of our product is collect and discharge the mud in one area. 

It is the ideal safety aids for flood to help with the cleaning process after the disaster or other 

suitable situation. Our product which is wet vacuum cleaners is offering the efficient cleaning 

for every cleaning task involved the water or liquid. Wet vacuum cleaners are designed for all 

wet applications. Our professional wet vacuum cleaners have the filter which will prevent the 

pump from broke down and increase the pump life cycle. 
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